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VOLCANIC VENTS ON MARS: SYSTEMATIC SEARCH AND 
CLASSIFICATION; Byron Schneid and Ronald Greeley, Department of Geology, Arizona 
State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-1404. 

Photogeologic mapping shows that volcanic materials cover more than half the surface of 
Mars and span much of its geological history (1,2). As part of a recent effort to determine the 
volumes and rates of magma production through time (3), we have identified volcanic vents on 
Mars by location, age, and type using Viking Orbiter data. In many cases, the identification of 
volcanic vents using remote sensing data is not definitive, but is based on subjective decisions. In 
an attempt to be systematic and consistent in ow assessment of martian vents, a set of criteria for 
identification was defined and assigned weights. These criteria were then applied to analyze 
martian data and all candidate sites were evaluated. 

Observations were quantified by organizing the criteria into a "truth table" format. Values of 
zero to three were assigned to observations (three = feature is both frequent and distinct, two = 
feature is frequent or distinct, one = feature is neither frequent nor distinct, zero = feature is not 
observed). Weighted sums were then calculated for the candidate sites and results divided into 
levels of confidence of identification of the sites as volcanic vents. Confidence levels were also 
rated on a scale of zero to three, three being the best. The morphological criteria (i.e., observations 
that can be made from images) and their weights are: 1) flow lobes (3x); 2) discontinuous channels 
(inferred to be collapsed lava tubes) (2x); 3) channels with levees (2x); 4) flows with arcuate 
ridges (flow festoons) (2x); 5) flows with pressure ridges (lx); (1 through 5 must be traceable 
back to a vent site); 6) positive-relief features that have central calderas or craters (3x); 7) parallel 
ridges having the form of fissure vents and/or spatter ridges (2x); and 8) broad raised regions 
within otherwise planar terrain interpreted to be volcanic, which may display multiple fracture 
orientations that could reflect shallow intrusions (lx). 

In order to test these criteria and the weighting scheme, Landsat images of 31 terrestrial sites 
were analyzed in a "blind test". The results were checked against published geologic maps of the 
areas analyzed. 45% of the volcanic vents in the areas analyzed were identified using the 
established criteria, whereas no features were misidentified as volcanic. This exercise shows that 
while some volcanic features were overlooked, there were no misidentifications of volcanoes, 
illustrating the conservative approach of the system. 

The technique was applied globally to Mars using 1:2M scale photomosaics as bases and 
Viking Orbiter images of 450 m i x e l  or better resolution. Previously reported volcanic vents were 
also analyzed. 1 1 1 volcanoes were identified (including 50 not previously reported) to confidence 
levels of two or three, and 145 features to a confidence level of one. Table 1 shows how new and 
previously reported vents rated. Table 2 shows these vents correlated to relative martian ages. 

In addition to the well known volcanic regions of Tharsis and Elysium, preliminary results 
indicate that most vents occur in systematic groups in Northern ArabidAcidalia, a broad region 
centered in NW Phaethontis (which may be associated with Tharsis), and a zone around the Hellas 
impact basin. There are also some isolated vents and small groups. Vents associated with Tharsis 
appear to centralize through time, as previously indicated (4). The Tharsis and northern Arabia 
groups also appear to migrate WNW through time. In general, volcanism concentrates northward 
with time. Currently, the vents are being correlated by type, age, location, orientation and possible 
associations with other known impact basins and structural elements to analyze how volcanism 
may have evolved on Mars. 
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Table 1 .  New and previously reported martian vent sites. 

Confidence Level 
Previously Reported 1 2 3 Total 

Named volcano 1 3 19 23 
Reported, but unnamed 26 20 19 65 
Newly identified 118 36 14 168 

TOTAL 145 59 52 256 

Table 2 .  Martian vent sites relative age . 

L. Amazonian 
M. Amazonian 
E. Amazonian 

L. Hesparian 
E. Hesparian 

L. Noachian 
M. Noachian 
E. Noachian 

TOTAL 

Confidence Level 
1 2 3 Total 
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